
The 40th anniversary of the Richardson Seminar Room 
By Alicia Pousada, Seminar Room Director  
 
In March of 1967, a group of highly motivated professors began organizing a seminar room that 
would serve as the scholarly foundation for a Master’s program in English at the University of Puerto 
Rico in Rio Piedras. They decided that it would be known as the Lewis C. Richardson Seminar 
Room in honor of their beloved colleague who had passed away two months earlier. Richardson had 
been a prominent public school teacher and supervisor, university professor from 1928 to 1967, 
Biblical scholar, author of an influential book about Puerto Rico, and long-time proponent of creating 
a graduate program within the English Department. 
 
In 1968, the graduate seminar collection began with Richardson’s own books, generously donated 
by his widow to the department, and was supplemented by book donations from many other 
interested parties, along with significant financial contributions for the purchase of new books.  Over 
the years, the Richardson Seminar Room grew vigorously, was relocated more than once, and 
became recognized as a small but excellent repository of materials dealing with the literature and 
language of the English-speaking world, with particular focus on the Caribbean region. 
 
In 1988, twenty years after the founding of the Seminar Room, the English Department came to the 
realization that the room had never been legitimately named, and so a ceremony was arranged to 
officially designate the collection as the Lewis C. Richardson Seminar Room.  At that celebration, 
late Professor Emeritus Eugene Mohr presented a carefully researched biography of Richardson 
which he had written at the request of Seminar Room Director Thomas Noel to document for 
posterity the life of an extraordinary educator. 
 
In 2000, the Seminar Room was made financially solvent by its inclusion in the newly-created Ph.D. 
program’s annual budget, and since then it has grown exponentially. It now holds thousands of 
volumes, including the source material for all of our Master’s level courses and the highly specialized 
research materials suitable for doctoral and post-doctoral research on the English-speaking 
Caribbean and its various diasporas.  
 
On October 24th, we will be celebrating the forty years of evolution of this collection. The celebration 
will begin in Sala Jorge Enjuto on the first floor of Luis Palés Matos at 5 pm with a series of 
presentations, among them a summary of Richardson’s life, a history of the Seminar Room 
accompanied by photographs, anecdotes by senior and retired professors regarding the key players 
that shaped the Seminar Room and the events that took place there over the years, testimonials 
from graduate students concerning the role of the Seminar Room in their personal and professional 
development, a poetic tribute, and a musical interlude. Then at about 7 pm, the celebration will move 
to the Graduate Student Seminar (otherwise known as the Orange Room or Pedreira 107) for 
refreshments and an open house in the Seminar Room itself (Pedreira 108).  
 
Anyone who possesses photographs pertaining to the history of the Seminar Room or of the people 
who made it what it is today should contact Alicia Pousada or Brenda Alonso in the Seminar Room 
to make arrangements to have the photographs scanned for inclusion in the presentation. 
 
Please note the date on your calendar, and make plans to participate.  Free copies of Eugene 
Mohr’s book about Richardson will be made available to the first 60 arrivals at the event.  Again, 
Friday, October 24th, 5-7 pm, Sala Jorge Enjuto.  See you there! 


